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This here's the miracle of modern creation

So we say jump up, jump up because you know we're
buzzin'
Anytime, anytime when we come, I say we shock and a
sting

Yeah, jump up, jump up 'cause you know we're buzzin'
Anytime when we come, we shock and a sting
Get up, get up come and do something
Like a fly in the sky forever workin', yeah

I know so we are shock and a sting
So anytime when we come we are get up, get up, get
up

This is the miracle of modern creation

We come outside the tunnel not twisted nor bitter
Approach the future with a sound that is fitter
Equippin' our minds to deal with every situation
This here's the miracle of modern creation

Abandon all your first impressions
Come and take part in this conscious session
Look to the past to get inspiration
Move yourselves forward with the dub acceleration
Can't live my life with no rhythm or rhyme
Done enough chillin' got to organize my time

Now said as I ain't standin' still
Just watch me now I've got a lifetime to fill 'cos I'm
buzzin'
Yeah, jump up, jump up 'cause you know we're buzzin'
Anytime when we come, we are shock and a sting

We come so far, so fast layin' down foundations
Pavin' the way for the next generation
What we are deal with millennium trainin'
Come jump aboard now there's enough time remainin'

Been checkin' the roots so we know where we are goin'
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Time we were reapin' for the years we've been sowin'
All across Europe collectin' like minded
Not here to misguide or be divided

Can't live my life with no rhythm or rhyme
Done enough chillin', I got to organize my time

Drums and bass, junglist massive
Jump up, jump up 'cause you know we are buzzin'
Anytime when we come, we are shock and a sting
Get up, get up, get up and do something
Like a fly in the sky in the sky forever workin', so

Chandrasonic you're mad, Chandrasonic you're mad

Can't live my life with no rhythm or rhyme
Done enough chillin', I got to organize my time

No sense in standin' still
Just watch me now I've got a lifetime to fill
'Cause I'm buzzin' yeah, come with me, come with me

Jump up, jump up 'cause you know we're buzzin'
Anytime when we come, we are shock and a sting
Anytime when we come, we are shock and a sting, so
We come out the tunnel, not twisted nor bitter
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